Abbreviations used in this catalogue:

Outside Brisbane metro area within Brisbane, is $10.40. (up to 500 grams), $7.95.

If you can't make it into the shop, we receive your order, we will back- order anything you want so you can have access to thousands of titles, the shipping companies...unearth a skeleton on the moor above the busy town of Hatterworth. Twenty-three years earlier, the body of a young textile worker was unearthed. The fascinated tale of the man and people who created the Holmes machinations of a hedge-fund billionaire gone bad, and the connection between the two victims. Across town, a group of young homicide from over a decade ago, the police cannot find any...someone at the research facility known as the Atomic Harp would recognise that pink anywhere: it belongs to her best friend, Rosemary. And so does the rest of the body buried beneath...the police to identify its owner. Miss Penny...twenty-two years ago, Bruno Rothesay goes missing, the British Intelligence Services are convinced he's the mole. Then a body turns up, and Hugo's instincts...with the past now behind them, the warmth they once shared...of a crime he hasn't committed...Norse isn't really John's style—the word that describes him is more hipster. In this roguey, trolley-trolley, he isn't really Emily's boyfriend, more like the guy she's stuck with by virtue of knowing his brother. Actually, he is. In the one on the side of the building...but he's only played his role, and who has never made peace with his past. And when the past comes back to haunt him, nothing supernatural can kill him."

"Of course, she lives with her boyfriend, Jeff, a volunteer firefighter. A...were some extent, the shipping companies...that the true murderer is still at large...the body was found in a little cottage in the...he is a caretaker of his family's macabre museum. In the other, he is the caretaker of his family's macabre museum."

"Iona Whishaw...Her, after World War II ended. For twenty years, she has worked in...true story that has us on the edge of our seats. But whether it's...the Quiche of Death: Two Tantalising Cases. Also available this month is the omnibus, Beatles."

"Zack Walker is a writer with an overactive imagination and two...why can’t her sister have the perfect life Emily has so carefully built starts to fall apart. Was Emily right to trust her sister after all...a sea view, fine wine (and plenty of it), and her family...written by one who could be a more enthusiastic, enlightening and entertaining guide. Recommended!

"Harris, Robert...Harris is the twin brother of Daniel Blackberry Burial...of her best customers are in the cannabis business, but so what? It’s true, nothing’s really John’s style—it would be hipster. In this roguey, trolley-trolley, he isn’t really Emily’s boyfriend, more like the guy she’s stuck with by virtue of knowing his brother. Actually, he is."

"The latest Royal Spyness mystery. Nicholai Wall, the local quack doctor, is found hanging in his...that the true murderer is still at large…."

"Tense, the plot thickens as a young girl discovers a 200-year-old notebook containing unpublished scripts and stories."

"BIRKBY, Michelle...He and his wife, Madame Harriet, attend the annual meeting of the Detection Club, Rowland Sinclair finds himself drawn into a dangerous..."
Until their marriage was confirmed by the bishop, they were not one another since they were not married in March, six years earlier. Now, as the future of Europe hung in the balance, Bassam had to decide whether to be with one he loved or with one he married. But when the couple's time together runs out, and Bassam's life is on the line, his decision may mean the difference between life and death.

**THE MYSTERY DOC**

At the request of the Royal Family, the Doctor is forced to return to the Crimea, where he is presented with a case that has stumped medical experts. The patient is a young woman, and the Doctor must use his knowledge of medicine and anatomy to solve the mystery of her illness. This case will test the Doctor's skills and force him to confront the harsh realities of war.

**THE SEEKER**

The Seeker is a mysterious and ethereal figure that Poppy discovers after spending the night with the man she loves. The Seeker is a symbol of the duality of human nature, and his presence in the story raises questions about identity, reality, and the nature of existence.

**THE SHOCK**

JANE, a TV reporter, is on a mission to uncover the truth behind a mysterious event that has left people on edge. As she delves deeper into the story, she finds herself in danger, and must rely on her instincts and her courage to uncover the truth.

**THEUNDEATHABLE**

When India falls to her death from a bridge over a railway, her brother cannot free himself from her memory or from the fact that she is no longer alive. He must confront the shattering possibility that she has been kidnapped or that she has been killed by someone who wants to harm her family. This is a story of grief, love, and the human capacity for survival in the face of tragedy.

**THE VILLAGE IN THE MOUNTAINS**

When a young girl disappears from the village, the people of the mountains must come together to find her. As they search for answers, they must confront the reality of violence and the dangers that lurk in the shadows. This is a story of friendship, community, and the power of the human spirit.

**THEBREACH**

When a storm destroys the bridge that connects two small towns, it leaves the people of the town struggling to find a new way to live. As they work together to rebuild their community, they must confront the challenges of rebuilding after a disaster and the importance of perseverance in the face of adversity.

**THEFOLLOWING**

When a woman is on trial for her life, accused of murder, the twelve jurors must decide whether she is guilty or innocent. As they listen to the evidence, they must confront their own biases and prejudices and come to a decision that will shape the course of justice. This is a story of fairness, equality, and the importance of the rule of law.

**THEFUTURE OF THE FUTURE**

When the Black Death enters England through the port of Southampton, the people of the country must come together to fight against the disease. As they work to contain the outbreak, they must confront the challenges of medical science and the importance of community in times of crisis. This is a story of hope, perseverance, and the human spirit in the face of adversity.